Abstract. The successes of magnetic measurements in faint objects located near very bright ones are strongly depending on the stray light in the telescope. We propose a mask with a variable transmission placed on the primary optics of a telescope. Our computations of the stray light in such a telescope indicate that the calculated coronagraphic factor of improvement, K, would increase at least by 2 orders of magnitude compared to the Lyot-type coronagraph.
Reducing the stray light in telescopes
In prominences the Zeeman splitting is 3 − 4 orders of magnitude less than the line width. Therefore, in spite of available advanced polarimeters and recording systems, "weak" magnetic fields measurements are still complicated because of the stray light, I str ay , caused by non-object signatures in the final focal plane of a telescope. Different effects affect the measurements: optical aberrations (1), a ghost solar image produced by multiple reflections in the primary lens (2), random inhomogeneities in the glass of the primary lens (3), diffraction of the solar disk light at the entrance aperture, I dif (4), scattering at micro-roughness of the primary optics, I sc (5), the sky brightness, I sk y (6), the continuum corona, I cont (7). The items (2 -5) are negligible during the totality of solar eclipses and dominate for the non-eclipse coronagraphic observations. An ideal super-smooth primary optics is assumed below, e.g. I str ay = I dif . The diffraction of a bright round source at the round-shape aperture was treated by Nagaoka (1920) and Sazanov (1968) . The latter suggested the simplified expression for the range R < 1.3R .
(1.1) where R (the distance from the solar disk center) = νa, a = π D λ γ 0 is the radius of the assumed round source in arbitrary units, D is the diameter of the primary lens, γ 0 is the angular radius of the source. Intensities are given in units of 1Å nearby the solar disk continuum. The I dif (R) for Hα and near IR lines for 0.5 m and 4 m apertures, and the acceptable level of the stray light for "weak" magnetic measurements were presented recently (Kim et al. 2012) . For a 0.5 m aperture of a non-coronagraphic telescope, I dif in Hα reaches 10 −3 at the prominence heights (≈ 40 ) and is > 5·10 −3 at the chromosphere level (≈ 4 ).
Internal occulting technique (the Lyot method)
The coronagraphic technique suggested by Lyot (1930) is based on putting a mask both in the primary focal plane and in the plane of the exit pupil to minimize the input of items (2 -4). The Lyot-type coronagraph has a primary single lens, a mask in the On magnetic measurements in prominences 427 primary focal plane (an artificial Moon), a field lens, a mask in the plane of the exit pupil (the Lyot-stop), the relay optics, and a final focal plane. In practice, the correct use of the Lyot method results in reducing I dif by 1 − 2 orders of magnitude which is the coronagraphic factor, K, depending on the size of the mask in the primary focal plane and in the plane of the Lyot stop. For a 0.5 m aperture, K ≈ 20 − 100 for prominences and < 20 for the chromosphere depending on the height observed.
Apodizing with a special mask in the plane of an entrance aperture
The diffraction pattern in the focal plane is a result of the discontinuity of the transmission function, G, (or its derivatives) of the entrance aperture. I dif at the optical axis is defined by I dif (0) = 1 − J 2 0 (a) − J 2 1 (a), where J 1 (x) is the Bessel function of the first kind, a = (πDsinγ 0 )/λ, λ is the wavelength, γ 0 is the angular radius of solar disk, and D is the diameter of the aperture. If a 1, then I dif (0) ≈ 1 − 2/(πa) (Kim et al. 1995) . −4 , and K = 10 2 . We note that the mask (1 − ρ 2 ) reduces the output by 3 times.
Summary. Current state of technology suggests to put on the primary optics a mask with a variable transmission G(ρ) = 1 − ρ 2 for having a low-scattered light telescope. At prominence heights, the calculated coronagraphic factor, K, is at least 2 orders of magnitude higher as compared with the Lyot-type coronagraph.
